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ABSTRACT Network operators are under pressure to offer efficient network-based services while keeping

service deployment costs to a minimum. Network functions virtualization (NFV) can potentially revolu-

tionize network-based services bringing low-deployment costs for network operators. The NFV has been

introduced to ultimately extend the non-proprietary and open-standard-based model to network and service

deployments, significant improvements to today’s proprietary locked implementations. Notwithstanding the

continuous efforts of both academia and industry to support the NFV paradigm, the current NFV solutions

offered are still in its infancy. In this survey, we provide a detailed background of NFV to establish a

comprehensive understanding of the subject, ranging from the basics to more advanced topics. Moreover,

we offer a comprehensive overview of the NFV main concepts, standardization efforts, the benefits of NFV,

and discussions of the NFV architecture as defined by the European telecommunications standardization

institute (ETSI). Furthermore, we discuss the NFV applicability and current open source projects. We then

highlight NFV requirements, design considerations, and developmental architectural impairments and

barriers to commercial NFV deployments. Finally, we conclude enumerating future directions for NFV

development.

INDEX TERMS Network functions virtualization, virtual network functions, server virtualization, hyper-

visors, containers, Unikernels, network management and orchestration, network programmability, network

softwarization.

I. INTRODUCTION

The requirements for supporting Information Communica-

tion Technologies (ICTs) have recently evolved as never

before. Due to the continuous growth of network devices.

Shortly more and more devices will be connected simultane-

ously to ICTs infrastructure. To accommodate these devices

requires re-designing the network architecture to support

these large future computing scenarios (managing big data

environments). Next Generation Networks (NGNs) research

is building its foundation based on multiple evolving tech-

nologies. These includes, Network Functions Virtualization

(NFV) [1], Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [2], Cloud

computing [3], Internet of Things (IoT) [4], Information-

Centric Networking (ICN) [5] and the Fifth-Generation

(5G) [6] of telecommunications networks, all reputed to

transform ICTs infrastructure to fulfill the needs of future
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computing. It is important to note that all these technologies

directed towards supporting a fast-growing trend of network

programmability and network softwarization of telecommu-

nications systems.

NFV is a joint initiative of Telecommunication Ser-

vice Providers (TSPs) to push Information Technology (IT)

and telecommunication industry, to a new network pro-

duction environment, by leveraging modern virtualization

technologies [7]. NFV offers several advantages over today’s

networks such as better network administration, programma-

bility and cost reduction. These advantages lead to an

increase in overall network efficiency and performance.

Further, NFV has been introduced to fulfill telecommu-

nications operators needs in two main aspects: 1) First,

by extending virtualization concept towards networking [8]

i.e. (virtualizing network functions). Traditionally networks

followed proprietary-based network appliance approaches

(also known as middle-boxes) [9]. Typical examples are
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load balancers, firewalls, Network Address Translator (NAT)

and Wide Area Network (WAN) accelerators. Designing of

proprietary-based hardware protocol and instantiates new ser-

vice deployments is time-consuming and hard because it is

difficult to update a protocol running on proprietary-based

network appliances [10]. NFV aims to change the way net-

works are designed, deployed and maintained by realizing

virtualized network functions (virtual appliance, i.e., the soft-

ware implementation of a physical appliance). This software

implementation enables the transformation of Network Func-

tions (NFs) running on proprietary hardware appliances to

software-based NFs that can run on Commercial-Off-The-

Shelf (COTS) systems. These NFs then can enhance appli-

cation delivery software portfolio to accelerate the network

resources for TSPs. 2) Second, it allows TSPs to create

and offer new on-demand services without worrying about

vendor-specific equipment. NFV eases the management of

network services (service provisioning) through virtualiza-

tion of network functions [11]. This concept offers TSPs

more flexibility to deploy new network services.

ETSI, in collaboration with several prominent Telecom-

munications Network Operators (TNOs), formed the Industry

Specification Group (ISG) for NFV onNovember 2012. NFV

has been proposed to address the challenges faced by network

operators such as dependence on proprietary-based hard-

ware appliances, and reduced hardware/product life cycles.

NFV will also reduce the efforts and expertise needed

to design, deploy and integrate complex hardware-based

appliances [12]. Other problems arise, though: the challenges

of NFV Management and Orchestration (NFV-MANO)

framework defined by ETSI must be addressed [13], [14]

to accelerate NFV deployments. Currently, several NFV

related projects such as OPNFV [15], HP OpenNFV [16],

ZOOM [17], ClickOS [18], and 5GEx [19] (and several oth-

ers) are expected to speed upNFV deployments, mainly focus

on different aspects of NFV-MANO framework. Besides

these ETSI efforts, the Internet Engineering Task Force

(IETF), Internet Research Task Force (IRTF) and 3rd Gener-

ation Partnership Project (3GPP) also develop NFV research

groups [20].

We believe that NFV is important and useful for future

networks for two reasons; Firstly, it increases reliabil-

ity and resilience without deploying a dedicated physi-

cal architecture. Secondly, it can potentially reduce Capital

Expenditure (CAPEX) and Operational Expenses (OPEX)

cost [1], [21], [22], [23]. In this survey paper, we overview

the current state of the art of NFV and provide NFV com-

prehensive overview. We also examine recent NFV devel-

opments as per the NFV architecture framework defined

by ETSI. Furthermore, we identified important design con-

sideration necessary for the near future NFV deployments.

Finally, we address and discuss essential areas for NFV future

direction.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II

discusses previous studies generic and specific to NFV.

Section III provides detailed background on NFV and

its related concepts. Section IV provides comprehensive

NFV overview. Section V discusses main NFV requirements,

design goals and key considerations. Section VI discusses

realization of ETSI NFV architectural implementation chal-

lenges. Section VII discusses generic NFV security, privacy

and trustworthiness. Section VIII illustrates impairments to

commercial NFV deployment. Section IX discusses perspec-

tive NFV future research directions. Section X concludes the

paper. The list of abbreviations/acronyms are provided after

Section X.

II. RELATED WORK

There are several research studies related to NFV which have

applied and explored NFV potential for future networking

environments to achieve different sets of objectives. Further-

more, these research efforts related to NFV can be classi-

fied into three main categories according to their area of

focus [10].

The first category covers the previous efforts and stud-

ies that have been focusing on integrating NFV with

other technologies such as Optical networks [24], [25],

IoT [26], 5G [27], [28], [29], SDN [30], [31], [32], and Cloud

computing [33]. All of these studies adopted a generic NFV

reference framework which is not designed for any specific

scenario. Hence, the real integration of NFV with other

technological paradigms is lightly touched and can cause

compatibility issues. The compatibility issues are not usually

addressed properly in these research studies.

The second category covers efforts that have been focusing

on NFV resource allocation [34] and orchestration [35], and

aspects which focuses on Virtual Network Functions (VNFs)

placement [36]–[38] scheduling [39], [40], and migration

algorithms [41], [42]. The center point of these studies is to

develop heuristic algorithms that can offer near to optimal

solution for scaling VNFs with faster execution time [43].

Finally, the third category includes efforts and studies

that focus on tutorials, surveys, and reviews related to

either specific NFV topics or a generic review on NFV.

For instance, research studies that focuses on specific NFV

topics example includes, NFV-MANO [13], [34], [44], NFV

security [45], [46], [47], NFV for next-generation mobile

networks [28], NFV in 5G [48] etc. Other research studies

provide a more generic review on NFV. For instance, [1], [7],

[8], [10], [49] have attempted to survey NFV and discusses

state of the art, NFV relationship with Cloud computing

and SDN, research challenges and opportunities for NFV

innovations etc.

These previous studies have not laid down the foundation

of the NFV basic topics, neither the road to the NFV journey.

Furthermore, ETSI is still changing its architecture and ref-

erence framework (and other aspects of NFV). This survey

addresses these points and presents an updated view of the

status of the NFV-based ecosystem as it moves to commercial

deployment. We have clearly distinguished our contribution

in this paper in comparison to the other NFV related work as

follows:
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• We shed a different light on NFV by revealing its

past, present, and future research directions.

• We identify barriers that restrict NFV commercial

deployments, which was not addressed before.

• We have discussed in details requirements, design

goals and critical considerations in the perspective

of NFV.

• We provide, organize, comprehensive NFV over-

view including recent changes that have been

made to ETSI NFV architectures and reference

framework.

• We highlight the realization of ETSI NFV architec-

tural implementation challenges and outline NFV

future research direction from the perspective of

softwarization of the telecommunications systems.

III. BACKGROUND AND RELATED CONCEPTS

In this section, we lay down the foundation for NFV and

discussed the journey briefly to NFV, its advantages, and

we offer a detailed background of NFV, ranging from the

basics to more advanced topics, to establish a comprehensive

understanding of the subject.

A. VIRTUALIZATION, NETWORK VIRTUALIZATION AND

NETWORK FUNCTIONS VIRTUALIZATION

Virtualization is a well-known concept, as virtualization can

be claimed to have started in the 1960s when Institute of

Business Machines (IBM) introduced an Operating System

(OS) named CP-40. The purpose of this was to implement

time and memory sharing across users and applications in

mainframe computers. This Mainframe virtualization con-

cept laid down the foundation for virtualization that exists

today [50]. Today, we define virtualization as a technology

that provides an abstract view of underlying resources (hard-

ware systems). This abstract view enables the creation of

multiple simulated environments running multiple OS and

applications on top of (potentially) different physical hard-

ware systems. Virtualization can be applied in several ways

to achieve different goals in computing, storage, and network.

For instance, the concept of virtualization can be applied to

achieve virtualization of data, desktop, server, the OS, and

network functions [51].

Network Virtualization is the process of combining soft-

ware, hardware resources, and network functionalities into

a unified administrative domain known as a virtual net-

work. One of the first initiatives of network virtualization

was the Tempest project [52], which introduced the con-

cept of switchlets in Asynchronous Transfer Mode Net-

works (ATM). This approach was quickly followed by

a diversity of projects over the internet. examples are,

MBone (for multicast) [53], the 6bone (for IPv6) [54],

the X-Bone [55] and many others carried out by several

projects including PlanetLab [56], Global Environment for

Networking Innovations (GENI) [57] and Virtual Network

Infrastructure (VINI) [58](these last examples developed for

experimentation, testing and validation of the new concepts

at scale). Furthermore, network virtualization plays a sig-

nificant role throughout the evolution of the programmable

network.

Network virtualization provides a logical abstracted view

of the physical infrastructure. These logical networks run over

shared infrastructures, leading to a reduction in CAPEX and

OPEX. Overlay networks are one form of network virtual-

ization. There are many forms of overlay networks [59]. For

instance, a current example is a Virtual Private Networks

(VPNs), created by the network administrator as a dedicated

network to connect multiple sites through the secure tunnel

over public networks. Another examples are Virtual Local

Area Networks (VLANs), acting as a private Local Area

Network (LAN). VLANs can run over the same infrastructure

of the normal network (i.e., switches and routers). VLANs

can provide efficient traffic isolation for up to 4096 logical

networks as specified in Institute of Electrical and Electron-

ics Engineering (IEEE) 802.1q VLANs tagging [60], [61].

Unfortunately, VLANs does not scale, as it is hard to con-

figure and manage when it comes to dividing one physical

resource into multiple isolated virtual environments increas-

ingly. Due to this scalability issue with VLANs [62], Virtual

eXtensible Local Area Network (VXLAN) have been devel-

oped to overcome practical network limitation of the VLANs

using an overlay-based network virtualization approach [63].

Currently, IEEE 802.1aq allows to support more than 16 mil-

lion possible virtual networks as compared to 4096 possible

virtual networks available with IEEE 802.1q VLANs tagging.

The idea of an overlay network is quite old. Inter-

net services started to run on top of the telephone net-

work. Hence, an overlay acts as a computing paradigm of

virtualization [64], [65]. Typically, in an Internet Service

Provider (ISP) several overlay networks are running over

the same network infrastructure to offer different services

Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP), Video and broadband,

for instance). These services can be logically separated within

the same network infrastructure. Therefore, ISPs can save

network infrastructure deployment, management, and main-

tenance cost by sharing some infrastructure to support mul-

tiple services. Network Virtualization usually confused with

NFV. For clarity, the main difference is that Network Vir-

tualization provides virtualized networking at layer 2 and

on layer 3, while NFV aims to provide virtualized network-

ing at layers (4-7). This approach enables the softwarization

of protocol stacks beyond existing network virtualization

solutions, thus allowing Communication Service Providers

(CSPs) to operate, configure and deploy fully virtualized net-

working environments with flexibility and agility. NFV has

been proposed to assist CSPs to get rid of proprietary-based

networking appliances. Furthermore, NFV moves the cost

of specialized hardware-based middle-boxes (Layers 4-7)

network functions to more flexible and programmable cus-

tomized pre-packaged software-based VNFs. The disruptive-

ness of NFV is illustrated in Fig.1, which shows a comparison

of traditional hardware-based appliances approach versus the

NFV approach [66].
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FIGURE 1. Traditional hardware-based network appliances approach versus NFV Approach.

ADVANTAGES OF NFV

NFV offer several advantages to CSPs as compared to the

existing hardware-based network functions [66]. The four

main advantages of NFV are as following:

• NFV enable the efficient use of ICTs infrastructure

through softwarization of NFs. Hence, it brings

more flexibility and agility and eases the manage-

ment of the telecommunications systems.

• NFV offers freedom to (CSPs) to create, deploy and

manage network services without worrying about

vendor-specific networking devices configuration,

since, VNFs are hosted on COTS.

• CSPs appreciate NFV because network functions

are virtualized in a way that they can be chained

together to create and deploy network services on

the fly. Thus, it enables both dynamic scaling and

service provisioning.

• NFV offer flexibility to adapt rapidly to technologi-

cal innovation and provide a better return on invest-

ment for CSPs then the case of hardware-based

appliances. As product life-cycles are becoming

shorter, this can often become critical to support

new network services.

B. SERVER VIRTUALIZATION AND HYPERVISORS

In this section, we present concepts and terminologies that are

found recently in NFV literature. In this section, we discuss

NFV in detail.

1) FROM SERVER PROLIFERATION TO VIRTUAL

MACHINE DEVELOPMENT

Traditionally, each application required to run a single server

and the server to run continuously, even when the server is

not used to its fullest capacity (hardware resources) by the

application. Therefore, this has led to the infrastructure chal-

lenge known as server proliferation. This problem was due

to two reasons: First, the number of servers was growing and

second, these servers were highly underutilized. Furthermore,

operational challenges such as power and cooling systems

for servers, as well as operational expenses to own or buy

a place to support such infrastructure became increasingly

costly. On top of that, additional servers for backup (probably
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FIGURE 2. Server consolidation.

in different locations) increase even more infrastructure costs

for infrastructure owners. The development of the Virtual

Machine (VM) concept has fixed the server proliferation

problem by consolidating servers through virtualization as

shown in Fig. 2 [67]. Due to this, it was possible to use servers

more efficiently, offering cost saving for infrastructures own-

ers, service providers, and businesses. In short, the VM devel-

opment has fixed the server proliferation challenge.

VMware defines VM as follows: ‘‘A VM is a tightly iso-

lated software container that runs its ownOS and applications

as if it were a physical computer [68].’’ The three main com-

ponents of a VM are: the host OS, the hypervisor or Virtual

Machine Manager (VMM), and the guest OS [69].

A host OS is directly installed on the physical hardware.

The hypervisor is not a new concept; it was introduced in

the 60s to run different OSs on a single mainframe computer.

A Hypervisor is a software program that is capable of hosting

different VMs with different OSs installed and running over

the same single hardware resources. Hence, it has the flexibil-

ity to support several VMs with multiple OS and applications

running on a single hardware resource. Moreover, a Hypervi-

sor is responsible for resource allocation to the VM as well

as responsible for monitoring and managing VMs through

coordination with the underlying hardware primary OS.

Hypervisors are divided into two types: Type I and Type II,

as shown in Fig. 3.

Type-I hypervisors, also known as bare metal or native or

embedded hypervisors (hardware-based hypervisors), do not

need any host OS because the communication to hard-

ware resources is direct with full visibility of hardware

resources [67]. Currently, there are several Type-I hypervi-

sors in the market, with different flavors lead by different

vendors (for instance, Microsoft Hyper-V, Open source Ker-

nel Based Virtual Machine (KVM), Xen/Citrix Xen Server,

Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization (RHEV) and VMware

vsphere/ESXI).

The type II hypervisors, also known as hosted or embedded

hypervisor (software-based hypervisor), requires a host OS

because the type II hypervisors run on top of the supportedOS

(an additional layer that interacts with the underlying hard-

ware resources in order to manage VM/Server). Currently,

there are several Type-II hypervisors, such as (Oracle virtual

box, VMware Workstation, and Microsoft Virtual PC) [71].

Type-I hypervisors are more secure than Type-II, are faster

and more efficient. Type-I hypervisors sit on hardware and

communicate directly without any additional virtualization

layer. However, they are hard to set-up. The Type-II hyper-

visors are less secure as compared to Type-I. These types of

hypervisors are slightly slower and less efficient because an

additional layer is needed to manage VM indirect communi-

cation to hardware. However, they are easy to set-up. Indeed,

the different types of hypervisor utilize different virtualiza-

tion techniques and would be classified based on their virtu-

alization techniques. Thus, Hypervisors are an integral part of

any research on networks virtualization [72]. We summarize

the features of Type I and Type II hypervisor in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Type I and Type II hypervisor comparison.

As explained above, VMs created on the top of a hyper-

visor layer acts as a virtual server running different OSs

and application. Thus, it requires an operating system to

boot up, manage device and application within the virtual

server environment. This is known as a guest OS. Unlike

the host OS, the guest OS does not need any modification

to run on VMs, therefore, does not have accurate visibility

of the underlying hardware. However, hypervisor manages

application request from users that are supported by the guest

OS through an additional layer and map these request to

‘‘physical’’ hardware or host OS, and allocates resources,

in such away that it seems that guest OS is directly interacting

to physical hardware or host OS.

2) CONTAINERIZATION (LIGHTWEIGHT VIRTUALIZATION)

The VM concept and implementations discussed earlier fixed

the problem of server proliferation. However, this method still

imposes a performance and resource cost due to the overhead

associatedwhile imitating the hardware into a virtual environ-

mentwith high-level isolation and non-shared host Kernel/OS

to create a VM. To cope with this overhead and hypervisor

performance degradation, a lighter packaged/Kernel-based

virtualization with low-level isolation and shared Kernel OS

can be used instead. This is called container-based virtual-

ization or containerization [73]. Containers are sometimes
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FIGURE 3. Comparison type-I Versus type-II hypervisors [70].

FIGURE 4. Virtualization technologies comparison.

referred to as Linux Containers (LXC) because of their ori-

gin on the Linux Kernel. Nevertheless, not all containers

are Linux-based containers. Containerization differs from

VMs because it provides a policy based segregation of sys-

tem resources usage. Containers offer superior performance

as compared to the VMs [73], [74] because hypervisors

are not being used but instead lightweight Application

Programmable Interfaces (APIs) within the Kernel. This

bypasses the overhead created during hypervisors interaction

in VMs environments on thus, offer enhanced performance.

Due to the shared Kernel, container-based virtualization is

much less secure than VM virtualization.

In addition to that, containers can also be deployed in

VMs to provide multi-tenant isolation. The concept of 5G

network slicing is an example of such isolation where

multi-tenancy can be supported by slicing underlying physi-

cal infrastructure [75], [76].

3) UNIKERNELS

‘‘Unikernels are specialized, single-address-space machine

images constructed by using library OSs’’ [77], [78]. These

specialized unikernels can then be run on standard hypervi-

sors. The footprint of unikernel is considerably smaller then

VM, and containers thus can provide better performance [79].
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TABLE 2. Virtual machines versus containers versus Unikernels.

Unikernels are designed to be able to run a single pro-

cess. They are also not meant to be multi-user or multi-

process. Thanks to this single-minded design, a unikernel

is small, lightweight, and quick [80]. Open source work on

unikernels includes projects to name a few such as ClickOS,

IncludeOS, and MirageOS. [81]. As discussed above virtual-

ization approaches (VM, container, and unikernel) are critical

when it comes to applying it to NFV. To explain this, we illus-

trated the internal architectures of these virtualization tech-

nologies and their possible level of implementation in Fig.4.

Also, In Table 2 we have provided a brief comparison.

In Table 2 we have provided a brief comparison of these

virtualization technologies, which can be useful to determine

(from the network designing perspective) which of the virtu-

alization technology can be suitable (concerning performance

and deployment cost) for different opted scenarios within

virtual networking environments [82].

In the next section, we address the prominent NFV archi-

tecture defined by ETSI, its developments and efforts for

standardization of NFV-based solutions.

IV. NFV COMPREHENSIVE OVERVIEW

The collaborative work onNFV started in October 2012when

leading TSPs produced a white paper [83] jointly, highlight-

ing the NFV concept, benefits and call for industrial research

actions. Moreover, in November 2012 AT&T, British Tele-

com, Verizon and other leading TNOs developed an Industry

Specification Group (ISG) for NFV inside ETSI. Since then

ETSI NFV-ISG became the home of the Industry Specifi-

cation Group for NFV [84]. Further, ETSI is working and

primarily has accomplished work of ‘‘level-one’’ with the

publication of the first five ETSI Group Specifications doc-

uments in October 2013 [85]. The first four were focused on

NFV across the industry and the fifth about promoting and

coordinating public demonstrations, i.e., Proof of Concept

TABLE 3. ETSI NFV research areas and working groups.

(PoC). In 2014, eleven other documents were published, and

the first phase was completed as pre-standardization work.

The First phase (‘‘Release 1’’) includes an overview of

infrastructure update, architectural framework, hypervisor,

and domain of network infrastructure. Furthermore, these

specifications also covered aspects of NFV-MANO, secu-

rity, reliability, resilience, and Quality of Service (QoS)

metrics [86].

The follow-up ‘‘Release 2’’ was then focused on

inter-networking of equipment and services, addressing func-

tional blocks requirements, including ETSI NFV architecture

framework interfacing and reference points. The ‘‘Release 2’’

documentation was completed in 2016.

ETSI NFV ‘‘Release 3’’ is underway, and all the evolutions

show that NFV is evolving very rapidly. NFV already moved

from the conceptual framework to a PoC stage.

NFV-based solutions and research activities span around

two main areas: TSPs and Next-Generation Data Center

Networking (NGDCN) [87]. NFV provides TNOs with the

advantage to combine and expand their current networks

with smooth evolution. However, the scope for NFV to

transform operator network architecture include scalability,

high-performance backbone, Overlay VPN and internet ser-

vices, amongst others.

Currently, ten working groups are exploring different

aspects of NFV architectural framework. We list the details

of these working group in Table 3. ETSI has also formed

NFV-ISG PoC forum. We list in Table 4. Selected PoC

modules demonstrated by different TNOs in liaison with

ETSI [88], the open demonstration of the PoC at ETSI is

intended to show that NFV is an operable technology. The

demos listed in Table 4 suggest different business motivations

from operators and vendors in validating different PoCs.Most

of these demonstrations used an implementation based on

Cloud technologies, (e.g., OpenStack). Also, most of the
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TABLE 4. NFV industry specification group PoC demonstrations.

operators have not yet publicized their PoCs. Subsequently,

ETSI-NFV-ISGworks closely with TSPs and equipment ven-

dors, to specify their requirements for NFV adaptation based

on their working environment. This assessment is important

to prevent interoperability problems in NFV standardization.

Therefore, in reality, NFV is progressing rapidly to reshape

the Carrier-Grade Network (CGN) services for ISPs shortly.

A. DESCRIPTION OF NFV ARCHITECTURE FRAMEWORK

Architectures based on the traditional network are tightly

integrated because of vendors specialized hardware and cus-

tomized software’s based systems. Unlike the traditional

network, the NFV-based architecture allows open source

development of software’s that can run on generic shared

hardware [89]. In this section, we provide a detail description

of NFV architecture.

FIGURE 5. ETSI architecture and reference framework for NFV.

ETSI proposed the NFV architectural framework and

identified functional blocks and the main reference points

between the functional blocks as shown in Fig.5 [21]. ETSI

describes the NFV architectural framework at the functional

level and does not propose any specific implementation.

However, NFV architectural framework is proposed consider-

ing the changes that possibly occur in an operator’s network

due to the network virtualization process (Transition) [21].

Due to these expected changes that can occur in an operator’s

network, ETSI also defines NFV reference points to ensure

consistent information exchange between functional blocks

is guaranteed across vendors implementations for functional

blocks. The details of these functional blocks are as follows.

1) NFVI

The Network Functions Virtualization Infrastructure (NFVI)

functional block is the combination of physical hardware

(compute, storage, and network) and virtualized resources

(abstracted view of computing, storage, and network). Gen-

erally, a hypervisor provides an abstraction to create a virtual

environment over underlying infrastructure, in which VNFs

can be deployed, managed and executed [90].

NFVIs can be geographically distributed and generally,

VNFs deployment location may not be visible (i.e., it can

be implemented using available physical resources across

different geographical locations).

2) VNFs

The VNFs functional block is composed of multiple VNF

and multiple Element Management System (EMS). VNF is

the virtualization of legacy (hardware-based) NFs and EMS

is responsible for the management aspects of these VNFs.

A VNF can be deployed stand alone in a single VM, or

it can be deployed across multiple VMs. However, when

VNFs are deployed collectively in a group to implement a

specific network service, then it must be processed in a certain

order due to the possibility that some of the functions have

dependencies on others.

3) NFV-MANO

The NFV-MANO functional block is the management and

orchestration framework required for the provisioning of the

VNFs. It steered the deployment and operation of VNFs on to

the NFVI [91]. Moreover, it has a database that stores infor-

mation which can be helpful in determining the life-cycle

properties of services and resources.

4) OSS/BSS

This block is also responsible for coordinating with the tra-

ditional network system such as Operation Support System

(OSS) and Business Support System (BSS) to ensure the

NFV-MANO, NFVI and functions running on legacy equip-

ment with pre-defined communications interfaces.

We have noticed some recent changes that have been

made ETSI NFV architecture and reference framework. The

changes that are being made to a revised ETSI architecture

and reference framework include [92] the re-positioning of

the ‘‘Service VNF and Infrastructure Description’’ which

was moved inside the NFV-MANO. Previously this was out-

side the NFV-MANO block with reference point ‘‘se-Ma’’.

Since ‘‘Service VNF and Infrastructure Description’’ is

re-positioned the ‘‘se-Ma’’ reference point become obsolete.

Also, new interfaces were defined for the MANO, includ-

ing reference points explicitly re-positioned and renamed

‘‘Os-Ma’’ to ‘‘Os-Ma-Nfvo’’, ‘‘ve-vnfm’’ to ‘‘ve-vnfm-

vnf’’ and new additional reference point ‘‘ve-vnfm-em’’ as
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FIGURE 6. SDO’s activities over the years for NFV standardization.

depicted in Fig.5. All these recent changes show that NFV is

still undergoing major standardization developments.

B. EFFORTS FOR NFV STANDARDIZATION

There are several related standardization entities (Stan-

dard Organizations) such as IETF, IRTF, ETSI, Broadband

Forum (BB-Forum), Alliance for Telecommunications Indus-

try Solutions (ATIS) (which is also in collaboration with

industry organizations such Global System for Mobile Com-

munications (GSMA), Metro Ethernet Forum (MEF), Tele

Management Forum (TM-Forum)) under which specificNFV

research groups carry out different research activities to con-

tribute to different areas of NFV for its continuous standard-

ization development.

The IRTF mainly focus on long-term research issues

related to the internet while the IETF works in parallel

to IRTF but focus only on short-term issues related to

internet and make efforts to support engineering and uni-

form standardization of the Internet [93]. NFV Research

Group (NFVRG) is one of the research groups in IRTF to

address NFV-related topics [94], [95] (this research group

was chartered in 2015 and concluded its work in 2018 [96]).

Another group is IETF Service Function Chaining Work-

ing Group (IETF-SFC-WG) which focuses on NFV Ser-

vice Function Chaining (SFC) and perform standardization

activities for new service delivery approaches, operation, and

management [97].

ETSI NFV-ISG mainly focuses on the NFV architecture

and reference framework, NFV-MANO [84]. Further, several

subgroups are currently involved in exploring different areas

of NFV details, listed in Table 3, to accelerate its deployment.

IETF and IRTF work closely with these groups (and others)

to regulate NFV standardization.

The ATIS NFV forum focuses on advancing industry

solutions to define new business models and requirements

for supporting the use of NFV technology [98]. The objec-

tive of the ATIS NFV forum is to provide interoperability

and inter-networking between service providers. Moreover,

the ATIS NFV forum has an emphasis on NFV services

in the multi-administrative domain, unlike ETSI and other

NFV standard activities which focuses on the single admin-

istrative domain. Although, security and service discovery in

inter-domain is a challenge and ATISNFV forum is exploring

this challengewhile collaboratingwith industry organizations

to enable the commercial deployment of the ATIS NFV lead-

ing to inter-domain systematic framework.

The Broadband Forum (BB Forum) is an association of

several TNOs, companies, vendor and businesses related to

the broadband networks solutions. The BB Forum relies on

these partners for the new technological developments and

recognizes their contribution. Also, their partners rely on BB

Forum to identify potential new market and implementation

focus for their new technological developments in the broad-

band market. The BB Forum set the new vision ‘‘Broadband
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2020’’ as a hyper-connected, agile and valuable broadband

network. This evolution of broadband aims to enable seam-

less user connectivity everywhere, performance-assured ser-

vices. Furthermore, the Broadband 2020 vision opens poten-

tial new market segments for NFV-based technology [99].

There are also seven Standard Development Organizations

(SDO’s) across the world that partner with 3GPP for work-

ing on wireless NFV, namely: The Association of Radio

Industries and Businesses (ARIB), the Telecommunication

Technology Committee (TTC) of Japan, the ATIS, the

Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA) of the USA,

the China Communications Standards Association (CCSA),

ETSI and the Telecommunications Technology Association

(TTA) of Korea. 3GPP collaborates with these partner orga-

nization to develop stable standardization from covering

cellular telecommunications network technologies to com-

plete specification ofNext-GenerationNFV enabled telecom-

munications systems. 3GPP produces technical specifica-

tion and exchange information with the standard partner

organizations and eventually become an appropriate global

standard. Moreover, 3GPPs define Technical Specification

Group Service System Aspects (TSG-SA) in which working

group SA5-TelecomManagement specifies the requirements,

architecture and network management and orchestration

solution of virtualized functions for mobile core networks.

3GPP SA-5 Telecom Management ‘‘Release 13’’ focuses on

NFV-MANO as defined by ETSI and ‘‘Release 14’’ focuses

on E2E management solution (management concept, archi-

tecture and requirements for mobile networks that include

VNFs, life-cycle management, configuration management,

fault management, and performance management). These are

normative specification work towards NFV-MANO in liaison

with the ETSI [100].

C. NFV APPLICABILITY

ETSI has proposed several use cases for NFV [101], [102].

We discuss here three prominent use cases, where the NFV

concept is applied to Customer Premises Equipment (CPE),

Evolved Packet Core (EPC) and Network slicing. These use

cases highlight the benefit of isolation, CAPEX and OPEX

as well as facilitating the deployment of new services with

existing infrastructure in faster time as compared to tradi-

tional use cases of such implementation [103]. Moreover,

NFV is a promising technology with more flexibility that

brings forward the possibility of several new services to users

and better service agility.

1) NFV FOR CPE

In Fig.7, we illustrated a traditional way of implementing a

CPE. It is made up of several functions including firewalls,

Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP), NAT, Switching

and routing. Currently, these functionalities are operational

only through physical devices located at each customer site.

It is hard to make changes to these network functions in

order to add, remove or update functionality. Making changes

to network functions sometimes requires replacement of

FIGURE 7. CPE with NFV and without NFV.

the hardware at the customer site. This process is costly

for the ISP as well as (in some cases) for the customer.

As illustrated in Fig.7 the possible cost-effective and efficient

solution uses NFV by transferring some of the functional-

ities of CPE to the shared infrastructure in the vicinity of

the service provider [104], [105]. This sharing of resources

enables adding and removing network functions within CPEs

more efficiently and reliably without any additional cost of

changing hardware. Hence, a considerable cost saving of CPE

at a large scale.

2) NFV FOR EPC

Virtualization of EPC is another use case of NFV that

recently attracted significant interest from industry. 3GPP

specifies the EPC as a core network for Long-term Evolution

(LTE) [106].

EPC is composed of several elements based on hardware:

Serving Gateway (S-GW), Mobility Management Entity

(MME), Policy and Charging Rules Function (PCRF), Packet

FIGURE 8. Virtualization of EPC.
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TABLE 5. Current selected active NFV open source projects and their characteristics.

Data Network Gateway (P-GW) and Home Subscriber Server

(HSS) [106]. It is important to note that the compatibility

issues with current EPC still exist because the equipment

that supports various network functions are still proprietary

[28]. Due to this, it is difficult to manage this situation

as minor changes to a given network function can cause

compatibility problems and thus, requires replacement of

the equipment. In order to solve this problem, EPC can be

virtualized using NFV. Depending on the level of imple-

mentation of some cases, full or partial functions of EPC

can be transferred to shared infrastructure as illustrated

in Fig. 8. Therefore, virtualization of the EPC could lead

to dynamic scaling and better flexibility regarding adding

new services and improving existing ones in a faster and

efficient way.

3) NFV FOR 5G NETWORK SLICING

The 5G technology is forming a basis for NGNs development.

5G network slicing concept is introduced to support multi-

tenancy, multi-vendor, and multi-domain in virtualized net-

working environments [75], [76]. In Fig. 9, the concept of 5G

network slicing is illustrated, in which a common underlying

physical infrastructure that is sliced to enable multi-vendor

and multi-domain networking in 5G.

A network slice is independently managed and isolated

environment of NFs and infrastructure resources [48]. There-

fore, NFV is considered as a key enabler to achieve the real-

ization of network slicing concept in 5G and beyond 5G [75].

Moreover, multi-domain orchestration is also a key concern

for NFV [120]. Therefore, the multi-domain orchestration

is a must offer to support multi-domain-multi-vendor and
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FIGURE 9. Multi-tenancy, multi-vendor and multi-domain networking
scenarios (network slicing) [75].

multi-tenant communication in 5G and beyond 5G network-

ing environments.

D. NFV RELATED ACTIVE PROJECTS

Currently, several active projects focusing on NFV, such

as OpenNFV, Opensource MANO (OSM), OPEN BATON,

Kubernetes, and others [121]. The detailed description of

some relevant projects are listed in Table 5. All the

projects mentioned in the table focus on different blocks

of the NFV reference architecture framework (as defined

by ETSI) to accelerate NFV deployment and automate

the provisioning of dynamic services through intelligent

management and orchestration. Generally, these Open-

source projects contribute to the development of the future

standardization [122].

V. NFV: REQUIREMENTS, DESIGN GOALS

AND KEY CONSIDERATIONS

The technical requirements for implementing VNFs (includ-

ing network performance, and manageability, reliability, and

security) are discussed in [49]. We also identified several

design considerations essential to build TNOs confidence in

NFV as a viable technology. We argue that for any solution

of NFV or related concept the following technical aspects

in NFV design must be considered. In the next subsections,

we discuss these aspects in detail.

A. INTEROPERABILITY

The initial expectation to deploy NFV in a virtualized

networking environment is that it must offer to decouple

from proprietary-based hardware appliances. This decou-

pling is necessary to avoid any compatibility (interoperabil-

ity) issues between different manufacturer’s that develop

hardware equipment. When interoperability testing is suc-

cessful, service providers then have the freedom to implement

a dynamic range of network topology, customized routing

policies, and forwarding, regardless of the complexity of the

underlying systems. VNFs are hosted by COTS equipment,

therefore, NFV infrastructure should be able to instantiate

VNFs dynamically at the right time in the right locations

to compose service chaining and scale hardware resources.

This means that the TNOs can achieve greater flexibility by

defining specific service to a particular service chain [123].

Hence, this simplifies the service provision as well as allows

network operators to initiate quickly, move and alter net-

work services with ease. Therefore, it enables flexibility to

re-program network elements rather than replace them in a

costly procurement process.

B. RESILIENCY

Traditionally, resiliency refers to the design feature where

network failures are to be made small with rapid convergence

time. Moreover, resilience procedures are considered essen-

tial to overcome network issues such as failure, attacks and

traffic congestion. These issues can cause an interruption in

network services and directly degrade the performance of a

network [124]. Further to that, in an NFV environment, most

of the networking components and functions are software-

based. Therefore, to ensure service continuity and availabil-

ity, the reliability issues during NFV software upgrades must

be addressed. Mechanisms must be developed that supports

reliable software update and added functions without affect-

ing service continuity of the users.

C. PERFORMANCE CONSISTENCY

Due to different vendor hardware, provider hardware perfor-

mance varies depending on parameters such as the Central

Processing Unit (CPU), memory and type of storage [125].

These parameters are critical to performance. Therefore, all

potential bottlenecks that can affect performance must be

mitigated so that functions running over dedicated infras-

tructure and network function created after virtualization can

maintain performance consistency. However, this needs a lot

of effort and research to identify all the possible bottlenecks at

a different layer of networking as well as different approaches

to identify and mitigate performance bottlenecks in a shared

infrastructure.

FIGURE 10. Virtualization bottlenecks [125].
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FIGURE 11. E2E Availability of network service incorporated of four separate service chains, provided by two different service
operators [129].

In NFV, two main areas where performance challenges

have not been alleviated yet are 1) Virtual Switch (vSwitch):

The vSwitch seems to have become a performance bottleneck

in bidirectional traffic (voice, video, and date) scenarios.

2) Hardware Acceleration: Typically, Field-Programmable

Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are used to accelerate the performance.

However, hardware level acceleration must be fine-tuned in

NFV-based deployment to maximize the performance and

VNFs elasticity across the networks [126].

Fig. 10 shows possible bottlenecks by utilizing the com-

mon infrastructure. A recent research study carried in [127]

described enhanced VNFs performance by utilizing Data

Plane Development Kits (DPDKs), and shows achieved

performance for small and large packet processing, like

what can be performed using dedicated hardware?. In addi-

tion to that important study in [126], [128] also iden-

tifies that FPGAs can also enhance the performance of

VNFs. However, these offered solutions are still far from

optimal.

D. RELIABILITY AND AVAILABILITY OF

END-TO-END SERVICES

Reliability of networks relates to the traditional low prob-

ability of failure in networks and availability of networks

relates to the traditional low probability of networks sys-

tem to run without failure. These two concepts are vital

for network operators when deploying E2E services. His-

torically, the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN)

architecture built on ‘‘Five 9s’’ that ensure 99.999% End-

to-End (E2E) reliability and availability. However, most of

today’s virtualized network does not provide availability and

reliability equivalent to PSTN levels.

Generally, a E2E network service could be, for instance,

mobile voice/data, Internet access, VPN and can be defined

by one, or several NFs forwarding graph linked to the end-

points through interconnected NFs [129]. Moreover, the net-

work service behavior is the reflection of the combination

of its essential functional block (which can include NFs and

virtual links). Thus, the reliability and availability of a net-

work service or services must be estimated (realized) based

on the reliability and availability of these essential functional

blocks.

E2E reliability and availability are the key considerations

for network operators when deploying services, which is typ-

ically done by composing service chain of NFs that can drive

different policies in dynamic environments [130]. ETSI also

addressed modeling of an E2E service to estimate reliability

and availability in an NFV environment. Although, the relia-

bility, availability and other aspects usually are observed after

deployment, using a set of tools to monitor the performance

level of these services in a dynamic networking environment.

Conventionally, operators evaluate reliability and avail-

ability of E2E services by evaluating each of service chain

separately and calculate them (as a function of availabil-

ity) according to the connected patterns of the chains [129].

Furthermore, NFs can be implemented in a single domain

(single operator network) or E2E service can be partitioned

in multi-domain (different operators) in multiple service

chains, for instance, access and core networks as shown in

Fig. 11. This concept applies to both traditional and virtual
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environments, for instance, as shown in Fig. 11, the avail-

ability of E2E service can be calculated as the product of the

different service chains consisting the E2E network (1).

ATotal = A1 × A2 × A3 × A4. (1)

Network operator’s use this concept from Open System

Interconnection (OSI) layer 4-7 to virtualize connected net-

work services to offer a variety of services and different

characteristic of services under a single network connection.

Moreover, this enables the network provider to automate

network services as well as ease the management of traffic

flow between connected services.

In NFV settings, VNFs, and virtual links are positioned

over an NFV Infrastructure with defined interfaces. This

NFV-based infrastructure is composed of a hypervisor and

hardware resources (elements) in some physical locations.

However, we argue that it is quite challenging to find the

relationship between these elements and NFV-MANO func-

tions to estimate the reliability and availability of a virtu-

alized service chain. Furthermore, this includes life-cycle

operations, fault management cycle, and a set of mechanisms

to implement them which can affect reliability and service

downtime [131]

NFV must evolve to enhanced E2E reliability. Currently,

NFV approaches new reliability and availability models that

can be used to estimate E2E services in NFV-based dynamic

networking environments [132]. Furthermore, the design

goals details for E2E reliability defined by OPNFV forum

are given in Table 6 which defines different reliability testing

criteria for NFV environments (based on service downtime

for specific products).

TABLE 6. The design goals for reliability testing in NFV [133].

E. CONTROLLING DYNAMICITY IN

MULTI-TENANT ENVIRONMENTS

Generally, there are two types of customer deployment archi-

tecture: single tenant and multi-tenant.

In single tenant architecture, resources are isolated and

secure. Thus, they offer more flexibility and manageability

to implement customized changes without superior handling

because of single ownership. However, single tenant owner-

ship is costly.

In Multi-tenant architectures, resources are utilized more

efficiently but provide limited isolation and reduced level of

security. Moreover, in multi-tenancy, changes are not easy

but only possible with the consent of other tenants, because

of such multi-tenant ownership. Therefore, high availabil-

ity, manageability, and data plane performance aspects in

multi-tenant architectures are still not yet achieved. These

aspects must be fulfilled before NFVwide-scale deployment.

From the infrastructure owner point of view, multi-tenancy

provides market agility (i.e., shorter time to market) and less

deployment risk. From the Operators point of view, they have

the benefit of multi-tenancy because it saves CAPEX invest-

ment and commitments. However, in future multi-tenant

based infrastructure, changes will occur more often, and

within a wider range of possibilities, links can appear and dis-

appear; capacity can fluctuate (e.g., through link conditions),

either. Therefore, future NFV environments must be able to

control high dynamicity as well as guarantee Service Level

Agreements (SLAs) in a multi-tenant environment.

F. HETEROGENEITY

NFV should be able to provide openness to support the

heterogeneous use of NFVI platform for TSPs to be able to

run the various application over shared infrastructure without

any compatibility issue from multi-vendor NFV deployment.

Thus, it is essential for the success of NFV to support hetero-

geneity. Otherwise, more resource consumption will appear

in NFV deployment. Transiting to NFV may not be justified

without supporting heterogeneity.

G. SECURITY, PRIVACY AND TRUSTWORTHINESS

Network security refers to the combination of policies and

control that protects data and network. Moreover, several

trustworthiness mechanisms are defined to block the threats

entering into the network [134]. In an NFV environment, sev-

eral potential security risks must be considered [46]. Network

virtualization must guarantee isolation to minimize security

risks, as well as safeguard stability and convergence time. The

advantages of NFV (such as cost and performance) also intro-

duce new security challenges that are essential to consider for

developing and ensuring accountability at each layer of secu-

rity; domain isolation (improved confidentiality) and remote

attestation (verification) [135]. Isolation can enhance Fault-

tolerance, security, and privacy while attestation is necessary

for verifying trust status of NFV platform [136], [137].

H. ELASTICITY, AUTOMATION AND SCALABILITY

Network capacity planning is essential for the successful

deployment of NFV. Unlike the capacity planning of tra-

ditional networks based on hardware-centric approaches.

NFV requires new capacity planning measures with

software/information-centric approaches to address dynam-

icity in an NFV environment. Elasticity refers to scaling up

and scaling down network services to meet service demand or

improve network performance in an NFV environment [138].

Therefore, consumption-based modeling can improve elas-

ticity in NFV. Next, automation refers to the ability of the

system to recover the error with minimum or no human

intervention. The prerequisite for network automation is to

simplify the configuration so that reduced troubleshooting
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time can be guaranteed. At last, the NFV design must scale

on commodity hardware with ultra-low latency and optimal

performance [139].

I. ENERGY-AWARE INFRASTRUCTURE

The fast-paced technological developments over the past

few years have enabled a deep digital transformation under-

current in society. This means that shortly there will be

a significant increase in the usage of ICTs infrastruc-

ture which has an associated growing impact on energy

consumption [140]. Nowadays, societies are globally fac-

ing energy efficiency challenges (coupled with ICTs carbon

footprint reduction pressure) [141], [142], [143]. Recently,

significant research efforts are being focused on the develop-

ment of energy-aware ICTs infrastructure (supporting green

networking environment) [144]. According to ETSI, studies

have indicated that NFV can provide up to 50% reduction

of inefficient energy consumption [145]. However, this claim

has not been yet demonstrated comprehensively. There are

some studies that addressed different aspects of NFV energy

efficiency [146], [147], [148]. Energy efficiency in NFV is

still a key issue, and there is still a need to develop an

energy-efficient NFV-based ecosystem for ICTs.

VI. REALIZATION OF NFV ARCHITECTURAL

IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES

In this section, we discuss ETSINFV architectural implemen-

tation challenges. Providing a solution to these challenges can

significantly improve demand for NFV. The ETSI NFV-ISG

group architectural framework has to defineNFV architecture

building blocks and reference points but has not yet indi-

cated specified NFV implementation and PoCs. We discuss

challenges of NFV architectural framework briefly as defined

by ETSI.

A. NFVI:NETWORK FUNCTION VIRTUALIZATION

INFRASTRUCTURE

Earlier we discussed the NFVI block, of the NFV archi-

tectural and reference framework. NFVI covers three-layer:

Hardware resources, Hypervisor domain, and Virtualized

resources. Moreover, this block supports a virtual environ-

ment where VNFs are executed and deployed over the under-

lying hardware resources. The virtualized environment is

composed of servers, virtual machines switches, and virtual

switches, etc.

We consider several main challenges for functional block

of NFVI as follows [34]:

• How hardware resources can be designed and

utilized to translate the virtual environment

efficiently?

• How to maintain and update a software-based envi-

ronment (virtualized environment)?

• How to keep track of continuous development

and integration of software that is interacting with

underlying hardware resources?

• How can NFVI maintains connectivity between

locations such as data center and private/public

Cloud or hybrid Cloud environment?
The questions as above-mentioned arise because the stan-

dard procedure and implementation of NFVI are not yet

fully regularized. The NFVI functional block is critical to

NFV-based VNFs implementation such as, vEPC, Content

Delivery Network (vCDN) and Virtual Customer Premises

Equipment (vCPE) etc. [45]. Therefore, establishing Key

Performance Indicators (KPIs) to ensure VNFs consistency

and performance becomes challenging.

Hypervisor, hardware resources (compute, storage and net-

work) are going to be provided by different vendors. There-

fore, integrating and incorporating trust and security in a

multi-vendor virtual environment is also challenging.

Managing virtualized resources is critical for NFVI,

as NFV mostly depends on the software and developing a

practice to maintain the continuous quality of software in

NFVI is also challenging. However, it is well-known that

VNFs are independently deployed through a cross-layer plat-

form such as OpenStack, but additional tools for monitoring

and managing such VNFs are deployed over the COTS hard-

ware need to be developed to implement VNFs functionality

across the network [28] successfully. The Above mentioned

challenges for ETSI NFVI blocks must be addressed before

NFV pre-deployment testing and validation phases.

B. VNF’S:VIRTUAL NETWORK FUNCTIONS

The VNFs block consists of multiple VNFs and multiple

EMS. Each VNF is assigned to specific EMS to implement

services in a virtualized environment. EMS system keeps

track of associated VNFs configuration, and its monitoring

while VNFs are running on single or multiple VMs. VNFs

are created uniquely and in isolated virtual environments to

meet the scalability, security and performance requirements.

However, guaranteeing these aspects is challenging [34].

Since VNFs deployment utilized NFVI, three main chal-

lenges arise as follows: Portability, Resource allocation, and

Performance.

First of all, the performance of VNFs depends on both

the hardware and the software that builds together a virtual

environment, where the concept of the NFV is practically

realized [149], [150]. The VNFs must provide performance

values on commodity servers similar to NFs running on

hardware equipment. VNF software must be of high qual-

ity and must avoid performance bottlenecks, and maintain

accountability at each layer of the virtual environment.

Indeed, network service functions such as firewall, Intrusion

Detection System (IDS), Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS)

are now virtualized to support multi-user multi-service envi-

ronment (multi-tenancy). Thus, a physical switch can con-

nect the service node to the network, but users are logically

separated through virtual switching inside the multi-tenant

environment.

This virtual switching is implemented in software to mir-

ror the functionality of the physical switch and require sev-
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eral operations such as encapsulation, de-encapsulation, NAT

and policy that are implemented to shape traffic inside a

multitenancy environment. This consumes significant com-

puting resources that lead to performance degradation of

the virtualized system (especially in high data rates envi-

ronment) to avoid such consumption of resources there is

a need to and increase the efficiency of virtual switching

by developing high performance virtualized systems and

environments [151].

Another challenge is portability. The VNFs must be

portable between servers and across the network. The live

migration of VNFs must be possible without any perfor-

mance degradation. Several cross-platforms such as Open-

Stack, Eucalyptus, oVirt, OpenNebula, and Nimbula are also

working towards supporting the portability of VNFs in an

NFV environment [28].

C. OSS/BSS: OPERATIONAL AND BUSINESS

SUPPORT SYSTEM

NFV is transforming the way the telecommunications infras-

tructure is deployed. Therefore, the way service is delivered

by CSPs is going to change significantly. Thus, NFV is

imposing new demands for OSS.

Traditionally, the OSS/BSS system is oriented to a rea-

sonably static networking environment. However, in today’s

highly dynamic networking environment, The OSS/BSS

system already needs some re-designing to adapt it to

the dynamic nature of businesses. This is compounded

by the need to provide the operational and business

support of deploying services using software-defined

infrastructure [152]. CSPs need to advance their OSS system

to simplify and align with evolving software-defined infras-

tructure. Moreover, to control the dynamicity of NFV, new

mechanisms to keep track of performance need an enhanced

service assurance system to handle the dynamic nature of

the NFV.

This service assurance system must be integrated with

an OSS for two main reasons. First, to meet the service

level agreements and second, to act as a tool to identify

and manage network failure. In today’s changing networking

environments service assurance must be adaptive to fit well

in order to meet the requirements of future heterogeneous

networks. At present, there is a need to modernized legacy

OSS/BSS system according to the NFV, and new evolv-

ing technologies introduce to achieve enhanced automation,

scalability, capacity optimization and service elasticity in

Software-defined infrstructure [153].

D. NFV MANAGEMENT AND ORCHESTRATION

Resource allocation in NFV is also a challenging prob-

lem. When talking about resource allocation concerning

the NFV architectural framework, NFVI and NFV-MANO

blocks are mainly responsible for provisioning resource allo-

cation for VNFs, because VNFs are deployed on the NFVI

and resources are allocated through orchestration. According

to [34] resource allocation in NFV is accomplish in three

stages as follows:

1) VNFs Chain Composition or SFC: SFC is the mech-

anisms to connect VNFs in such that they form a chain

of service functions [130]. This enables flexibility for CSPs

to make the best use of virtualized software to define

infrastructure [123]. Moreover, it enables to compose a chain

of VFNs dynamically.

TSPs can get the benefit from the composed dynamic chain

of VNFs and develop elastic network services according to

their business needs [36]. However, the main challenge aris-

ing while composing such chain is that how efficiently NFVI

can be utilized to concatenate VNFs and control dynamicity.

2) VNFs Forwarding Graph Embedding: VNFs Forward-

ing Graph Embedding in NFV is a concept closely related to

the Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) [44] and Virtual Data

Center Embedding (VDCE) as described above [154].

A chain composed of VNFs is a connection of graphs to

form end-to-end service. This end-to-end service is known as

VNFs forwarding graph embedding.

3) VNFs Scheduling: VNFs are deployed using NFVI that

comprised of several high volume servers. VNFs scheduling

is the process of embedding VNFs in such a way to compose

a chain of VNFs that minimize the total run time service

execution. VNFs scheduling is carried out carefully without

performance degradation and effecting high volume server in

operating NFVI.

It is important to note that VNFs deployment architec-

tures vary based on the implementation of NFVI functional

block. Examples include VM, container-based and unikernels

based deployments [155], [156]. A study carried out in [157]

showed how NFV deployment practices could be optimized

to achieve higher performance. Moreover, it also discusses

how a carrier can fine-tune NFV deployment on standard

high volume servers by applying embedded instrumentation

techniques.

All the above stages of acquiring resource allocation in

NFV requires efficient algorithms to determine the locations

of required VNFs in high volume servers located in the data

center. This then enables migration of servers from one loca-

tion to another for efficient utilization of the NFVI. Further,

this flexible placement of VNFs can offer load balancing,

optimization of traffic flow, recovery from failures and pos-

sible reduction in CAPEX and OPEX [105]. Placement of

VNFs is naturally challenging and particularly the different

problem of how to optimized VNFs placement arises?

In order to improve the aspects of VNFs scalability dynam-

ically for initial VNFs placement three mechanisms are dis-

cussed as follows: i) horizontal scaling: Virtualized resources

are either added or removed, ii) vertical scaling: Virtualized

resources capacity or size is reconfigured, and iii) Migra-

tion: Virtualized resources are migrated to appropriate

location [37], [158].

Several studies have been carried out for the optimiza-

tion of VNFs function placement [159], [160], [161], [162],

[163]. These studies carried out multiple approaches as
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the optimization problem is a Non-deterministic Polynomial

Time (NP), NP-Hard problem. Work-done towards solving

this NP-Hard problem followed heuristic and meta-heuristic

algorithms to minimize the complexity in solving mixed

integer linear programming models [164], [165], [166].

To improve the computation efficiency close to the optimal

is challenging. There is a need to enhance the computation

efficiency of resources in NFV so that better resource allo-

cation can be achieved in NFV environment. The manage-

ment and orchestration challenge is really a big concern for

NFV success [13], [14], [120]. In an NFV environment, new

management aspects of virtual VNFs have been introduced

for creating and maintaining lifecycle management of the vir-

tualized resources for the VNFs. This includes instantiation,

scaling, updating and terminating VNFs [14]. Furthermore,

function placement and dynamic resources allocation must

be automated and self-configurable in NFV. Currently, this is

an area of intense investigation and development for NFV.

From the NFVI management and orchestration aspect, the

Network Point of Presence (N-PoP)(a locationwhere network

function is implemented as Virtual Network Function (VNF)

or Physical Network Function (PNF)) and NFVI Point of

Presence (NFVI-PoP) (N-PoP where network function can

be deployed as VNF) [167] is essential, resources such as

memory and storage are accessed from N-PoP and must

be handled in NFVI-PoP. This helps to chain VNFs with

other VNFs or Physical Network Functions (PNFs)(physical

appliance) to realize a network service [13].

Currently, several active research projects are focusing

on different aspects and challenges of management and

orchestration; details are listed in Table 6. However, there

are still open issues related to NFV management and

orchestration.

VII. NFV SECURITY, PRIVACY AND TRUSTWORTHINESS

Virtualization, in general, brings forward many benefits and

aspects of innovation. However, it imposes critical security,

privacy, and trust issues. As compared to hardware-based

solutions, security, privacy, and trust in software-based virtual

environments can be compromised easier than in hardware.

The abstracted view of the network due to virtualization

means hard to keep track of information logs in the infras-

tructure owner domain. Virtual networks environments are

also lacking clear control visibility and are hard to moni-

tor properly. Due to this, sometimes internal traffic is not

monitored properly by external security mechanisms [168].

Therefore, it is very challenging to devise strategies that

guarantee security, privacy, and trust in a virtualized envi-

ronment. The authors in [86] emphasized on the impor-

tance of security in a virtual environment and discussed

how the virtual environment could not be shaped to meet

security, privacy and trust requirements in an NFV envi-

ronment while at the same time offering scalability and

flexibility (as compared to typically offered in a telco

environment).

To explain security, privacy and trust in NFV, we relate to

Cloud computing with NFV for the sake of explaining and

broaden the vision about these aspects in NFV. In [1] part

of the NFV reference architecture is mapped to the Cloud

service model. Moreover, the authors also argue that most of

the implementation and testing for NFV PoC are based on

the Cloud model, because Cloud computing platforms offer

greater flexibility and cost benefits for NFV pre-deployment

testing and implementation.

However, mapping NFV architectures to a Cloud-based

model require carrier-class performance considerations for

developing and delivering services over the Cloud. Indeed,

security, privacy, and trust definitions differ depending on the

Cloud deployment model (such as private, public, commu-

nity, hybrid) and partners [169]. According to [170] there is

no standard definition of privacy, trust, and security. Also,

defining a relationship among them is hard. In [171], ETSI

security specific group identified potential security vulner-

abilities of NFV. It also discussed different deployment sce-

narios where these vulnerabilities can be defined. At last, they

concluded that NFV creates new security concerns depending

on the deployment scenarios.

To attain security accreditation of the systems and avoid

several vulnerabilities in NFV deployments, ETSI pro-

posed security and trust guidelines specific to NFV deploy-

ments scenarios [172], [173], authored by network operators,

on NFV industry progress highlighted multi-administrator

isolation as a key area of research in the security domain.

The reason for this is that once administrator access to com-

puting platform (NFVI) is given to someone, the internal of

the virtualized system on the computing platform (NFVI) is

exposed to errors and network security attacks. The Segre-

gation of Duties (SoD) becomes difficult, especially when

lawful interception (the content of the communications) is

virtualized [47], [174].

Another issue is incorporating trust in each layer of

NFV [175]. ETSI NFV-ISG security group also provides a

guideline for third parties to verify the trust of the computing

platform. This is known as external trust, and in a telecommu-

nication Cloud environment, service providers need to verify

the trustworthiness of a computing platform before launching

VNFs [176].

VIII. IMPAIRMENTS TO COMMERCIAL NFV DEPLOYMENT

This section addresses some aspects that are obstructing the

swift deployment of NFV in commercial environments.

A. LACK OF NFV EQUIPMENT’S/PRODUCTS TO MEET

CARRIER-GRADE REQUIREMENTS

Themajor problem faced today’s in NFV commercial deploy-

ment is the strict carrier-grade requirements [177]. The main

reason for this for CSPs is to ensure a higher level of trust-

worthiness and service protection. Moreover, this enables

CSPs to meet customer expectations for specific services

and develop new business models for revenue generation.

Indeed, the CGN services are incredibly reliable, tested, and
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compatible. This is not only concerning meeting ‘‘Five 9s’’

of reliability and availability but also with other require-

ments for CGN such as equipment management, security,

billing, product development, and continuous operational

support [178].

The basic research challenge is moving to all IP-based

technology, how can future NGNs fulfill the reliabil-

ity, resilience and security requirements offered by tra-

ditional telecommunications networks (i.e., ‘‘Five 9s’’

reliability)?

The OPNFV project proposed reliability design goals for

NFV, as listed in Table 5. Meeting the CGN criteria of ‘‘Five

9s’’ reliability is essential for NFV, but it is challenging con-

sidering a virtual environment (Software-based). NFV offers

benefits of agility and automation of network services, but

CSPs have not yet assured that NFV appliances/products are

matured for CGN services. Therefore, NFV-based products/

equipment’s must satisfy the ‘‘Five 9s’’ reliability criteria for

CGN. The CSPs are concerned about it because the testing

and validation of NFV products/ equipment’s are still in their

early stages.

B. INCOMPLETE STANDARDIZATION AND

OPENNESS APPROACHES

In this paper, we have discussed in detail efforts for stan-

dardization and prominent NFV projects initiatives efforts

to develop NFV for standardization. However, despite these

efforts of academia and industry which showed continuous

improvement of NFV development over the years, the NFV

standardization is still underway. Indeed, a unified fabric for

NFV and IT is not yet developed.

Although several examples of commercial NFV deploy-

ment exist, there is still a need to extend NFV deployments

specifically to implement VNFs in multi-vendor virtual envi-

ronments. The technological innovation of NFV continues

to grow but standardization is considered a key factor for

rolling out NFV in a large scale production environment, and

at the moment there is a need to standardize all aspects of

NFV to accelerate its deployment. Another barrier to NFV

deployment is openness. Openness is one of the benefits

that NFV aims to offer. However, openness promoted by

several vendors or industry-specific solutions or open-source

NFV projects does not necessarily follow approaches to offer

openness that attracts uniform acceptance from CSPs and

NFV promoted community. This issue of openness has also

affected the financial picture of NFV.

C. INTEROPERABILITY AND PORTABILITY ISSUES

Interoperability and portability are also crucial issues holding

back commercial NFV deployment. Portability refers to the

support that an NFV framework aims to provide to move

VNFs across a different server in multi-vendor, multi-service

and multi-network virtual environment [179]. Interoperabil-

ity in virtual environment refers to the software exchange

of information among different NFV vendor appliances

in a multi-vendor, multi-service, and multi-network virtual

environment.

To scale product and services software portability is

essential for porting VNFs and VMs with ease and with-

out vendor lock-in. Also, portability enables integration in

a multi-domain networking environment. However, design-

ing a standard interface for portability is a challenge.

Once the standard for portability is designed a stan-

dard unified approach for integration must be enabled

to offer inter-operable orchestration in multi-vendor and

multi-domain virtual environment [180].

D. LIMITED BUSINESS CASES FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS

There has been an ongoing discussion on the business end

of NFV because there is a lack of killer applications for NFV

and business cases are challenging to define [181]. Moreover,

most of the service providers have not yet transformed their

operational support systems to support NFV [182].

The virtualization benefits of NFVwas not the only benefit

that CSP’s are interested. There are other benefits such as

how NFV can optimized networks, offer value-added service

and market agility. ETSI is in a liaison relationship with BB

Forum to explore the business end of NFV. BB Forum is

optimistic about NFV application for broadband users and

believes that NFV can create new revenue streams to sustain

business growth in the broadband market [183].

E. LACK OF CERTIFIED ECOSYSTEM FOR NFV

There is a need to develop NFV ecosystems and offer full

solutions to CSP’s to adapt NFV with confidence. However,

building an ecosystem is hard. Currently, ETSINFVPoC test-

ing and validation is lacking behind [88]. CSP’s need assur-

ance from NFV ecosystems to offer simple installation and

development of customer service and also automated network

management built-in capabilities with seamless integration

with other legacy system and multi-domain networking with

SLA guaranteed.

IX. NFV FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Indeed, NFV has potential to grow significantly and

eventually transform traditional proprietary-based network

appliances to non-proprietary and open-standard based net-

work and service deployments. This is going to shift the

trend towards softwarization of telecommunications sys-

tems [184]. The purpose is to move network management

functionalities closer to the software development; this brings

three main advantages 1) Eases the network management

for administrators. 2) Enables administrators to run automatic

automation in the fail-over scenario. 3) Facilitates service

providers to add new services on the fly without worry-

ing about hardware compatibility issues. However, to obtain

these benefits, NFVmust support intelligent and programma-

bility and network automation.

In this section, we outline the future directions for NFV

development from the perspective of NFV role in intelligent

programmable networks, including network programmability
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and automation, the softwarization of telecommunica-

tions systems and finally integration of NFV with other

technologies.

A. NETWORK SOFTWARIZATION: NETWORK

PROGRAMMABILITY AND AUTOMATION

Traditionally, proprietary-based implementations can offer

limited programmability support, which means that launch-

ing new network services for customers (i.e., service provi-

sioning) is not only difficult but also time-consuming and

requires specialized knowledge.

Network administratorsmanually configure network appli-

ance interfaces, and it varies not only across different vendors

but even with the same vendor for different products and ser-

vices. The network administration process remained stable in

the last decade because to deploy a network; the administrator

would ultimately resort to the traditional per box configura-

tion through Command Line Interface (CLI). This involved

specialized manual human intervention to perform network

management operations and slowed down development in

network automation [185]. Network automation is a practice

in which software automatically configure and test network

devices to reduce human error, network operation cost and

save time for troubleshooting a network.

Recently, SDN, NFV, and Cloud computing based tech-

nologies have evolved leading to the rise of software-

driven networks. These software-driven networks are

designed to innovate self-management mechanisms that lead

towards the autonomic management of communications

networks [186], [187].

Undoubtedly, the trend of programmability is changing the

traditional way of customizing and managing the network to

be more efficient with standardized APIs; development can

support customized scripting through which configuration

of various vendor equipment will become easier. This value

addition through programmability offers a simpler environ-

ment for network administrators to automate network effi-

ciency with minimum human intervention. This practice is

known as network programmability [188]. The near future

networks will be programmable, more organized and more

controllable [189] and NFV is considered a key enabler to

support such scenarios in the future paradigm.

Network softwarization (Netsoft) is a paradigm to

enhanced the network programmability which leads to

enhanced automation. The term Netsoft refers to the net-

working industry transformation for designing, deploying,

implementing and maintaining network devices/ network

elements through software programming. This enables flex-

ibility to re-design network services to optimize cost and

enable self-management capabilities to manage network

infrastructure. Furthermore, this term ‘‘Netsoft’’ was first

introduced at the academic conference Network softwariza-

tion in 2015, to include broader interests regarding NFV,

SDN, network virtualization, Multi-access Edge Comput-

ing (MEC) formerly known asmobile edge computing, Cloud

computing, and IoT technologies [190].

To sum up, NFV architecture must be designed to support

the softwarization of telecommunications systems, and we

believe that this is an important area for future NFV-related

research.

B. INTEGRATION OF NFV WITH OTHER TECHNOLOGIES

Another important research direction for NFV is the integra-

tion of NFV with other technologies. Over the past years,

integration of NFV with other technologies, such as SDN,

Cloud computing, and 5G has attracted significant attention

from both the academic research community and industry.

These technologies have been proposed to fulfill different

demands of future networks. Similarly, some of the studies

also identified IoT, ICN [1], [10], MEC [191], [192], [193]

fog computing [192], [194] andCloudRadioAccessNetwork

(C-RAN) [195], [196] as a use case for NFV and discussed it

in the perspective of future NFV research direction.

However, several challenges arise when integrating these

technologies with NFV. Firstly, the standardization of these

emerging technologies is underway, and therefore, at this

stage, a time-resilient integration is quite challenging. Sec-

ondly, NFV commercial deployment is still at its early stages

(as identified and discussed in section VIII), hence integrat-

ing NFV with other new technologies is naturally difficult.

Finally, the dynamic and multi-domain nature of future net-

works imposes new security risks and threats. Addressing

the security aspect while integrating NFV with other tech-

nologies is very challenging, specifically to ensure data pri-

vacy and trustworthiness between different network domains.

In order to get the full benefit of NFV, the main inte-

gration challenges must be addressed appropriately before

deployment.

NFV integration with SDN and Cloud computing is

reasonably accepted due to the complementary features

and distinctive approaches followed by each technology

toward providing solutions to today’s and future net-

works [197], [198]. For instance, NFV provides func-

tions/service abstractions (i.e., virtualization of network

functions) supported by ETSI [92], SDN provides network

abstractions supported by Open Networking Foundation

(ONF) [199] and Cloud computing provides computing

abstraction (i.e., a shared pool of configurable storage

resources) supported by the Distributed Management Task

Force (DMTF) [200].

These technologies have distinct features and when com-

bined can provide a technological platform which integrates

and combine technological concepts to fulfill the needs

of new business verticals (as handled in 5G networks).

These threemain technologies provide a complete abstraction

solution for networking (network, computing, and storage).

Therefore, the industry is looking forward to this integration

and believes that the integration of these technologies will

result in the creation of fully programmable networks [10].

SDN, NFV, and Cloud computing technologies com-

plementary to each other but are independent and can

be deployed alone or together. A combination of these
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technologies together in a network architecture is more

desirable [8]. Moreover, integrating NFV with these tech-

nologies adds value (flexibility and agility) to telecommu-

nications systems. Furthermore, it will offer freedom to

CSPs to create and manage network services without worry-

ing about vendor-specific networking devices configuration.

Thus, this integration of NFV with other technologies offers

enhanced privileges to CSPs to set up network services almost

effortlessly.

X. CONCLUSION

NFV has attracted significant interest from academia and

the telecommunications industry as a technology that will

potentially revolutionize network-based services with low

deployment costs for network operators.

Virtualization approaches are paving the way for NFV

from VMs, containers to more advanced techniques such as

unikernels. We discussed Type I and Type II hypervisors:

the selection of correct hypervisor is essential for the effi-

cient utilization of underlying hardware as well as virtual

environments.

NFV standardization efforts have evolved in the last few

years, but the standardization is still underway. NFV appli-

cability and PoCs are progressed and NFV becoming a key

enabler of the 5G network slicing concept.

We discussed NFV requirements, design goals and

key consideration that are essential to accelerate the

deployment of NFV. We provide a detailed comparison

of currently selected NFV projects to lead by indus-

try and CSPs to explore the different aspects of the

ETSI NFV framework. We also discussed the NFV

architectural challenges and discussed ongoing research

efforts to overcome those challenges, and identified the

impairments that cause a delay in NFV commercial

deployment.

NFV offers several potential significant advantages over

present solutions available for CSPs, but at the same time

several challenges need to be overcome soon through col-

laborative work on NFV to gain industry and CSPs con-

fidence. This will play a pivotal role in propelling NFV

deployments.

The NFV-based solution aims to offer service reliability

comparable to the ‘‘Five 9s’’ reliability of PSTN. However,

validation and testing to achieve Quality of Service (QoS)

equivalent to PSTN is still an intense area of investigation.

NFV usage is overgrowing, and innovative ideas and prac-

tices are in progress although, its deployment is still at

an early stage. The most important aspect to consider in

NFV is testing and validation of hypothetical models [201].

There are also unexplored research areas in the NFV-based

proposed solution. For instance, fault management, interop-

erability, E2E reliability, security performance which must

be addressed in-depth. Furthermore, network automation is

essential for improving NFV resilience.

NFV is a still evolving paradigm for programmable

networks [202]. Softwarization of the telecommunications

systems can provide a long-term solution to the gradual net-

work ossification problem faced by the existing internet and

NFV is an essential element directed towards a solution to

this problem.

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS

3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project

5G Fifth-Generation

APIs Application Programmable Interfaces

ARIB Association of Radio Industries and

Businesses

ATIS Alliance for Telecommunications Industry

Solutions

ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode

BB-Forum Broadband Forum

BRAS Broadband Remote Access Server

BSS Business Support System

CAPEX Capital Expenditure

CCSA China Communications Standards

Association

CGN Carrier-Grade Network

CLI Command Line Interface

COTS Commercial-Off-The-Shelf

CPE Customer Premises Equipment

C-RAN Cloud Radio Access Network

CSPs Communication Service Providers

DevOps Development and Operation

DPDKs Data Plane Development Kits

E2E End-to-End

EMS Element Management System

EPC Evolved Packet Core

ETSI European Telecommunications

Standardization Institute

FPGAs Field-Programmable Gate Arrays

GSMA Global System for Mobile Communications

HSS Home Subscriber Server

ICN Information-Centric Networking

ICTs Information Communication Technologies

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineering

IETF Internet Engineering Task Force

IETF-SFC-WG IETF Service Function Chaining Working

Group

IMS IP Multimedia Subsystem

IoT Internet of Things

IRTF Internet Research Task Force

ISG Industry Specification Group

ISP Internet Service Provider

ISPs Internet Service providers

KPIs Key Performance Indicators

KVM Kernel Based Virtual Machine

LAN Local Area Network

LTE Long-term Evolution

LXC Linux Containers

MAC Medium Access Control

MAC Medium Access Control
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MEC Multi-access Edge Computing

MEF Metro Ethernet Forum

MME Mobility Management Entity

NFs Network Functions

NFV Network Functions Virtualization

NFVI Network Functions Virtualization

Infrastructure

NFVI-PoP NFVI Point of Presence

NFV-ISG NFV Industry Specification Group

NFV-MANO NFV Management and Orchestration

NFVO NFV Orchestrator

NFVRG NFV Research Group

NGDCN Next-Generation Data Center Networking

NGNs Next Generation Networks

NP Non-deterministic Polynomial Time

N-PoP Network Point of Presence

NS Network Service

NV Network Virtualization

NVE Network Virtualization Edge

OCI Open Container Initiative

OPENSIG Open Signaling

OPEX Operational Expenses

OS Operating System

OSI Open System Interconnection

OSS Operation Support System

PCRF Policy and Charging Rules Function

P-GW Packet Data Network Gateway

PNFs Physical Network Functions

PoC Proof of Concept

PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network

REST Representational State Transfer

RHEV Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization

SDN Software-Defined Networking

SDO Standard Development Organization

SFC Service Function Chaining

S-GW Serving Gateway

SLAs Service Level Agreements

TIA Telecommunications Industry Association

TM-Forum Tele Management Forum

TSG-SA Technical Specification Group Service

System Aspects

TSPs Telecommunication Service Providers

TTA Telecommunications Technology

Association

TTC Telecommunication Technology Committee

vCDN Content Delivery Network

vCPE Virtual Customer Premises Equipment

vEPC Virtual Evolved Packet Core

VLANs Virtual Local Area Networks

VM Virtual Machine

VMM Virtual Machine Manager

VN Virtual Network

VNFs Virtual Network Functions

VPNs Virtual Private Networks

VXLAN Virtual eXtensible Local Area Network
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